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Abstract — Wireless sensor networks are rapidly developed 

and soon will occupy the dominant place among the other data 
collection and communication systems. The remote location of 
sensors and automatic operations within ones increase their 
vulnerability to external intrusions and attacks. Because of 
sensor supply necessity the authentication providing is quite 
challenging whereas the best protocols drain sensor capabilities. 
The method of sensor authentication within wireless sensor 
networks, which is based on the trust model, is proposed. 

Keywords — wireless sensor networks, sensor technology, 
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I. INTRODUCTION  
Wireless sensor networks (WSN) increasingly penetrate the 

different fields of human activity. Sensor networks as part of 
the Internet of Things (IoT) occupy an important place in 
communication networks. However, research results show 
safety problems, those arise at the operation of these systems 
[1] including unsecured communication, weak authentication, 
lack of authorization, feasibility of used cryptographic 
algorithms, open libraries and updates exchange etc. Most of 
these problems are caused by such important feature of WSN 
as autonomic power supply, and those the duration of such a 
network performance is paramount. 

WSN is a set of sensors, which are able to collect some 
data, transform it into electromagnetic signals, those are carried 
out by their broadcast, receiving signals from neighbor sensors 
and retransmit them on the air [2].  

The wireless connection is easy enough for the intruder 
sensors packet interception. For example, most of the major 
threat is the denial of service attack, aimed to break the correct 

functioning of the sensor network. There are various options 
for anti-theft security systems, but most of them require 
substantial amount of resources, which is difficult to achieve at 
the strictly limited power supply conditions. Therefore, WSN 
requires new solutions for keys generation, their distribution, 
identification and protection [3].  

II. THE WIRELESS SENSOR NETWORK ATTACKS 
The problems of WSN information security can be divided 

into the primary and secondary issue. Primary targets are well 
known and cover confidentiality, integrity, availability and 
authentication of data. The secondary security issues cover data 
freshness, self-organizing, time synchronization, localization 
data [4].  

A. Attacks on the WSN 
The known attacks are shown in Fig. 1. 

WSN are rapidly developing and soon will occupy a 
dominant place among the data collection and communication 
systems [3]. After analyzing the known attacks it can be 
concluded that to protect from the majority of attacks one 
needs to use authentication methods. 

Classification features of sensor networks are proposed in 
[5]. One of the main features is power supply. WSN differ by 
power supply: self-powered (off-line), connected to the power 
supply (line) and renewable (energy that is collected from 
resources which are naturally replenished e.g. solar energy). 
This feature is very important because of WSN nature, which 
depends on battery or no, and thus can use more or less 
different processing resources. 
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Fig. 1. Attacks on WSN and protection methods 

III. THE AUTHENTICATION METHODS ANALIZING 
Today there are many authentications schemes in wireless 

sensor networks, the main ones are: 

Based on the cryptography protocols, including lightweight 
protocols; 

Based on hierarchies; 

Based on the trust center. 

For instance, in paper [6], author proposes a lightweight 
dynamic user authentication scheme that is built upon Wong et 
al. There is overall handshake in the scheme. The Wong’s 
scheme consists of four phases: registration, login, 
authentication and password-changing phases. The first and the 
last phases are performed via a secure channel. There is a 
centralized gateway node in Wong’s scheme and the 
performance in authentication process might be improved by 
designing a decentralized gateway node. 

In paper [7], author proposes a broadcast authentication 
scheme for wireless sensor networks that utilizes a one-time 
signature scheme and re-keying mechanism. This scheme 
exhibits individual authentication, robustness to packet loss, 
and low overhead in computation, communication and storage. 
Author improves upon the one-time signature scheme, reducing 
the large key storage by using Merkle hash trees in generating 
the key pair. Despite increasing computation and 
communication efficiency, it significantly decreases the storage 
space usage [8].  

In paper [9], the author proposes an enhanced Trust Center 
mechanism, which improves the performance of current 
standards in ZigBee Network with mobility node. In Trust 
Center, node of the initial authentication is achieved through 
the Trust Center. If the node will be moved to a different 
subnet, Trust Center shares authentication data with other Trust 
Centers without a separate authentication process. In order to 
evaluate the performance of the proposed scheme, the 
comparing of the energy and memory efficiency was 
performed. 

There is a new authentication protocol in [10]. The trust 
center is not situated next to the joiner sensor. The master key 
is pre-shared between a trust center and a joined device, and 
the network key is distributed to every parent router in the 
network by the trust center, the same way as at authentication 
protocol within ZigBee. In addition, the local authentication 
key, which is used in pre-authentication procedure, is pre-
shared between a parent router and the joiner device to be used 
in pre-authentication procedure. 

In [11], author describes communications model and trust 
model, considering the scenario where a mobile user, 
associated with its home agent, is visiting a foreign network 
with a foreign agent. When mobile user is out of its home 
network, it needs to be authenticated before being allowed to 
access a visited foreign network. Because mobile user is out of 
the coverage of its home agent, author assumes that any 
message between mobile user and home agent has to go 
through foreign agent. Author further assumes that home agent 
has a communication link to the foreign agent that is to serve 
mobile user. A secure channel can be established between 
home agent and foreign agent, for example, via Kerberos [12]. 

Fig. 2 shows the trust model, where a dashed line with 
arrows at both ends indicates that there is mutual trust 
established between the two end parties, and a dashed line with 
an arrow at one end only indicates a one-way trust. Following 
Fig. 2, mobile user cannot trust foreign agent and vice versa, 
when MU – mobile user, HA – home agent, FA – foreign 
agent, AS - authentication server.  

 
Fig. 2. Trust model accordig to [12] 

Typically, there is no bilateral trust between foreign agent 
and home agent. Although mobile user trusts, authentication 
server and home agent in case of direct communication 
absence in foreign network, the proper authentication is to be 
used. All other trusting pairs connected via dashed lines in Fig. 
2 are straightforward to follow. 

Thus, the lack of these authentication methods has three 
problems: 

Weak methods are easy to break, as a result of the traffic 
analyses, data modifying, the sensor substitution etc. 

Cryptography methods need too large energy consumption, 
which is bad from the practical point of view. Using 
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complex cryptographic authentication scheme 
consumes a lot of energy for data transmission and 
processing as a result sensor battery needs charging or 
replacing, so this issue is relevant for the decision. 

Additional trust centers reduce flexibility of WSN and can 
be victim of attackers. 

IV. PROPOSED AUTHENTICATION METHODS BASED ON TRUST 
MODEL 

The authentication method based on trust model with a poll 
of at least three neighbor nodes, which solves the above-
mentioned problems, is proposed. At the energy-efficient 
routing protocols [13-18], the sensor asks neighbors about their 
readiness for data transferring (level of battery, distance from 
each other etc) to construct the optimal data transfer route. That 
is why it is proposed to request additional options (level of 
trust) during this data exchange. Fig. 3 schematically shows the 
idea of authentication process performance (ID – Identifier, K 
– Key, RD - Level of trust (1 or 0), SN - Node (sensor), Bat – 
Power, Route - Remoteness). 

 
Fig. 3. Transfer data scheme of the WSN (gray - transmitter, black - receiver)  

Let's assume there is a sensor network and each sensor 
(node) has a small database, that contains minimum of three 
neighbor nodes IDs to further authenticate and determine the 
level of trust in other nodes. This authentication scheme is a 
simple request-response protocol, which involves such 
components: transmitter node (SNt), receiver node (SNr) and 
respond nodes (SNi).  The transmitter node (SNt), which is to 
send data firstly requests at least three trusted sensor nodes 
whether or not the receiver node (SNr) is trusted by them. 
Moreover, if the nodes majority answers positively, the 
receiver node would become trusted. Thus, transmitter node 
forms an overall picture either transmits data or polls other 
nodes and searches another route. 

1) Registration phase  

At the registration phase more complex authentication 
schemes could be used bearing in mind above statements for 
nodes in WSN. They provide greater stability because of the 
more complicated authentication usage. Neighbor nodes 
participating in the scheme and authentication need only to 
perform authentication three times and new node would be 
considered as trusted one.  

Once the node successfully completes the registration phase 
for three nearest nodes, it becomes trusted. Since such 
authentication requires a small number of iterations (only for 
neighbor nodes) this would save energy supply. As a key for 
further sharing can be used mentioned battery level. The 
battery charge value can be used to avoid pseudo-random 
numbers generation. The value of the battery charge is a true 
random number after trend elimination (e.g. Bat = 78,854, then 
ID is 854). 

2) Authentication phase 

Case 1: neighbor sensors are trusted. Transmitter node 
(SNt) polls the neighbor sensors about their resources level 
(Battery) and the routing data (Route); as a result the optimal 
energy-efficient route is received. As the polled neighbor 
sensors (SN1, SN2, SN3) are trusted and have the shared key 
(K) (received at the registration phase) the information is to be 
transmitted. 

Case 2: new neighbor sensor is appeared. When the new 
sensor (SNr) tries to take part at the communication, it must 
pass a strong authentication during registration phase to receive 
a shared key.  

Step 1: transmitter node (SNt) forms the request, which 
contains the following parameters: identifier IDt, key (K) (the 
shared key can be formed from energy values, without trend, 
and therefore does not require additional resources for its 
generation), energy level (Battery) and routing data (Route), 
and requests for the same settings from its neighbor nodes. The 
request includes the trust level (RD) too. The transmitter node 
(SNt) wants to know whether or not receiver node (SNr) is 
trusted. Moreover, all data transmitted and accepted to be 
encrypted using XOR on key (K) that obtained during 
registration phase. 

Step 2: at this step transmitter gets the response from the 
nodes SN1, SN2, SN3, which contains IDs, energy levels 
(Battery), routing data (Route) and trust level of the receiver 
node SNr and the most importantly his personal ID (the battery 
without trend obtained at the registration phase).  

After these steps transmitter node (SNt) forms the decision 
concerning data transfer to receiver node (SNr). The transmitter 
node determines the optimal route based on the data, that is 
received from neighbor nodes. Using the level of supply and 
optimal route distance the optimal route is formed, and using 
level of trust transmitter node makes the decision concerning 
data transferring. 

The proposed WSN was simulated using environment 
Atarraya. Modeling was performed by Atarraya emulator [19] 
- the simulator control events that could be used for teaching 
and researching of management protocols and wireless 
network topology. It is designed to be run on Windows 
platform. The simulator consists of two topologies: TC - 
Topology Constructions; TM - Topology Maintenance. Two 
protocols are selected: DGETRec - each time, that node 
reaches a critical energy threshold, the topology maintenance 
algorithm terminates the previous reduced topology and 
invokes the topology construction algorithm to create a new 
one [20]; DLEDSR - each time, that node reaches a critical 

IDr, (Bat, Route, RD) xor K

ID3,(Bat, Route, RD) xor K ID2, (Bat, Route, RD) xor K

IDt, (Bat, Route, RD) xor K

ID1, (Bat, Route, RD) xor K
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energy threshold, the local topology maintenance algorithm 
based on the DSR protocol repairs the topology [20]. 

The experiment showed (fig.4) the implementation of 
different energy efficient protocols, but with identical 
parameters such as the number of nodes (100 nodes), the same 
amount of transmitted data and the same weight of this 
information etc. Comparison of results is rather impressive. In 
the first case of EECDS protocol using WSN was almost not 
working, nodes lost their charge and couldn't transmit data, in 
other case of Energy Local Patching DSR protocol using 
network was fully functioning when nodes have high battery 
power they were able continue their work even greater amount 
of time,  unlike the first case. 

  
Fig. 4. WSN modeling (1. TC – EECDS, TM – DGETRec time work 

network = 3000012.345; 2. TC – EECDS, TM – Energy Local Patching 
DSR time work network = 3000000.3) 

So the extension of  power supply for each unit was gained, 
and thus the duration of the service provided by the network 
was increased for quite much time. It would provide decreasing 
of network maintenance, consequently the network would be 
more economical. 

V. CONCLUSION 
Since WSN found the widespread usage at the Internet of 

Things, which development is very fast-paced, there are two 
major problems: security of data transmitted and fast unit (with 
battery) power reduction. This article was aimed at addressing 
these two issues. The primary and secondary security issues as 
well as the real attacks on wireless sensor networks were 
analyzed. Based on main attacks and protection mechanism the 
problem of authentication in wireless sensor network is 
allocated. The existing authentication schemes often drain very 
much battery energy and cannot be used widely.  

The method of authentication in WSN, which provides a 
stable authentication using the minimum amount of resources, 
was proposed. The authentication method is based on the trust 
model, that considers usage of a complex authentication only at 
the registration phase and provides network protection by 
doing this. Using neighbor trust model for simplifying 
authentication during other communications provide power 
consuming decreasing of the WSN. The experiment proved 
that the usage of protocols increases efficient supply network 
lifetime, therefore reducing network maintenance costs. 
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